5:35pm *Surprise III*

7:50pm *Iron Sky* (2012)
Rated R (93 min.) Director: Timo Vuorensola
With Julia Dietze, Christopher Kirby, Gottz Otto

The Nazis set up a secret base on the dark side of the moon in 1945 where they hide out and plan to return to power in 2018.

9:40pm *Paranorman* (2012)
Rated PG (92 min.) Directors: Chris Butler, Sam Fell
With voices of Kodi –McPhee, Anna Kendrick, Christopher Mintz-Plasse

A misunderstood boy takes on ghosts, zombies and grown-ups to save his town from a centuries-old curse.

11:30pm *Watchmen* (2009)
Rated R (162 min.) Director: Zack Snyder
With Jackie Earle Haley, Patrick Wilson, Carla Gugino

In an alternate 1985 where former superheroes exist, the murder of a colleague sends active vigilante Rorschach into his own sprawling investigation, uncovering something that could completely change the course of history as we know it.

---
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8:00pm **John Carter** (2012)
Rated PG-13 (132 min.) Director: Andrew Stanton
With Taylor Kitsch, Lynn Collins, Willem Dafoe

Transplanted to Mars, a Civil War vet discovers a lush planet inhabited by 12-foot tall barbarians. Finding himself a prisoner of these creatures, he escapes, only to encounter a princess who is in desperate need of a savior.

10:30pm **Logan's Run** (1976)
Rated PG (119 min.) Director: Michael Anderson
With Michael York, Jenny Agutter, Richard Jordan

It is 2274. Some type of holocaust has decimated the earth, and the survivors sealed themselves into a domed city near Washington, D.C. To maintain the population balance, the computers that run the city have decreed that all people must die at 30. This system is enforced by "sandmen": black-clad police operatives who terminate (kill) "runners" (those who attempt to live beyond 30). Logan, a sandman, is sent on a mission to find "sanctuary," which is a code-word used by the master computer to describe what it believes is a place to which runners have been escaping. Logan begins to question the system he serves and after seeing for himself that there is life beyond the dome, he returns to destroy the computer.

12:45am **Surprise I**

3:50am **Westworld** (1973)
Rated PG (88 min.) Director: Michael Crichton
With Yul Brynner, Richard Benjamin, James Brolin

A robot malfunction creates havoc and terror for unsuspecting vacationers at a futuristic, adult-themed amusement park.

5:35am **Solaris** (2002)
Rated R (99 min.) Director: Steven Soderbergh
With George Clooney, Natascha McElhone, Ulrich Tukur

A troubled psychologist is sent to investigate the crew of an isolated research station orbiting a bizarre planet.

8:00am **Thunderbirds** (2004)
Rated PG (95 min.) Director: Jonathan Frakes
With Bill Paxton, Anthony Edwards, Ben Kingsley

When The Hood finds and invades International Rescue's secret base and traps most of the Tracy family, only young Alan Tracy and his friends can save the day.

9:50am **It Came From Outer Space** (1953)
Rated G (81 min.) Director: Jack Arnold
With Richard Carlson, Barbara Rush, Charles Drake

A spaceship from another world crashes in the Arizona desert, and only an amateur stargazer and a schoolteacher suspect alien influence when the local townsfolk begin to act strange.

11:30am **Surprise II**

1:00pm **Them!** (1954)
No Rating (94 min.) Director: Gordon Douglas
With James Whitmore, Edmund Gwenn, Joan Weldon

The earliest atomic tests in New Mexico cause common ants to mutate into giant man-eating monsters that threaten civilization.

3:00pm **Hugo** (2011)
Rated PG (126 min.) Director: Martin Scorsese
With Asa Butterfield, Chloe Grace Moretz, Christopher Lee

Set in 1930s Paris, an orphan who lives in the walls of a train station is wrapped up in a mystery involving his late father and an automaton.